Escambia County Schools Dress Code

The Dress Code policy will be strictly enforced.

**Boys Tops**

Hunter Green Polo, Long or short sleeve with collar; White/Hunter Green Oxford shirt

**Girls Tops**

Hunter Green polo, long or short sleeve with collar White/Hunter Green blouse

**Boys Bottom**

Khaki pants, long or short

**Girls Bottom**

Khaki pants, long or short; Plaid or Khaki kill skirt or long Khaki Skirt; Khaki Capri pants

**Belt**

Brown/Black leather-like or leather belt

**Boys Socks**

Hunter Green, White, or Khaki

**Girls Socks**

Hunter Green, Khaki or White socks, knee socks or tights, or natural hose

Shoes / Jacket - Brown / Black leather-like closed toe / heel or lace-up hunter green or white sweater or hunter green or white jacket

Alternate: Predominately White Tennis Shoes (5th- 12th) Green or White Sweat shirt: No Hood on Sweat shirt.